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Congratulations to the 28 students from Mayville, Homeschool, Hustisford, and HoNor Youth Master Gardener
Associations that were recently certified. To be certified,
students need to be a member of a one of the above mentioned
associations, fulfill 5 hours of community service, complete a
monthly learning activity, and write and illustrate an article
for the Youth Digging in Dodge newsletter.
There were 11 students certified for the first year, 10 for the
second year, 5 for the 3rd year, and 2 students certified for the
4th year.

Those certified received a pin and certificate for their certification.

Due to unforeseen circumstances, this issue of the Youth Digging in Dodge , which would have ormally come out in June, is a few months late, I apologize for this delay. I look forward to the new season
of the Youth Master Gardener Association classes and seeing the articles and pictures that will be written. Hope everyone had a good summer. Chris Jacobs, editor
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The Water Cycle
The Water Cycle
Ethan Groh
Evaporation
Condensation
Precipitation
These are the three steps of the water cycle.
•
•
•

EVAPORATION
The water cycle starts as evaporation. Evaporation is when some of the water in lakes, streams, oceans, rivers and brooks go up into the air because of
the Sun heating the water up.
CONDENSATION
After evaporation the water becomes condensation and forms clouds like cumulonimbus. Another type of condensation is fog.
PRECIPITATION
After condensation the water gets too heavy for the clouds to hold and it
comes down as precipitation (precip) like rain, snow, sleet, hail and freezing rain. Some of the precipitation goes into the ground and becomes groundwater that you get from your wells.
The water cycle is a natural way for the Earth to reuse water.
I hope you learned a lot about the water cycle
I learned all about the water cycle in gardening class. Liquid water from
streams, rivers, lakes and oceans evaporates and turns into water vapor.
Then, vapor rises up into the atmosphere and turns into condensation, or
clouds of water. Once the clouds become heavy with water, they rain. Rain is
known as precipitation. The rain flows back into streams, rivers, lakes and
oceans and the whole water cycle begins over again.
Timmy Cameron
The Water Cycle
Liah Ridley
How does rain fall from the sky? And, what is the Water cycle? The water
cycle consists of 3 main processes. First, evaporation where water turns
into a vapor. Second, condensation where the vapor collects to form what
we call a cloud. Third, precipitation where water turns back into a liquid to
form “rain”. Where did the water come from? Evaporation most likely
comes from oceans or other bodies of water, your tea kettle, kitchen sink, or
maybe even your dirty shower water. Some of the facts I learned this year
are: When water does not get absorbed into the soil, it is called a run-off.
Transpiration is when plants release water into their leaves that then
evaporates into a vapor. I learned a lot about the water cycle and hope you
did too!
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Evaporation
Evaporation
Addi Zepke
When the sun shines on the water, the water gets very hot and evaporates to
the air. It goes up to the clouds. When it gets too heavy, it falls to the ground as
rain, hail, and snow. Then the water cycles starts over again. Evaporation happens anywhere including lakes, oceans, and rivers.

Bunnies
Bunnies
Evelyn Wulfe
I like bunnies and my garden. Bunnies like gardens too but gardens don’t
like bunnies. Even though bunnies are cute and fuzzy they can cause big
problems in the garden by eating plants before they are ready for us to pick.
They find their main food sources in gardens. They can have a serious effect
on crop yields like peas, beans, lettuce and spinach as well as various flowers.
If you have too many bunnies, you can put a fence around it to keep them
out. You can also plant unfavorable flowering plants like marigolds, zinnias,
and snapdragons or shrubs like forsythia, and lilac to help discourage the
bunny pests. When bunnies are scared, they stomp their feet to warn others.

Variable Experiment
Variable Experiment
Theo Engelhardt

I have learned a lot in Gardening Class but my favorite thing that I have done
so far was the Variable Experiment. We had three variables; sand, gravel and
mix. We put them in three different pots and labeled those pots with the variable. Then we planted our seeds. We had to find out which variable made the
plant grow the best. I guessed that the mix would grow my plant the biggest.
After three weeks I looked at my plants and measured them. The plants that
grew the best were the ones planted in the gravel. It was fun to watch my plants
grow.
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What I learned
What I learned in Youth Master Gardening
Buck Brand
In Youth Master Gardening, we learned about PLANTS. P stands for
Place. L stands for Light. A stands for Air. N stands for Nutrients. T
stands for Thirst. S stands for Soil. PLANTS is an acronym that tells you
everything that a plant needs.
We learned about herbs. Some examples are Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and
Thyme. We brought home herb gardens. My 2 kinds of plants were Basil
and Cilantro.
We also learned about Hummingbirds. They are solitary birds who can be
attracted by people wearing floral-patterned T-shirts. Even though they
can get trapped in spiderwebs and meet their doom, they use the strands
of spider silk for cushioning in their nest. Some examples of their predators are cats, spiders, and snakes. For washing, hang up a waterproof basket with gentle fountains and rocks for sitting on. The flowers that hummingbirds prefer are colored red. The wings move in a figure-eight pattern, with 200 wing beats per second.
Compost is a kind of organic matter that is very good for gardens. To make compost, use brown substances, like dried leaves. Also use green substances, like carrot ends and celery. You wait until they decompose, then put on garden. The reason compost is so good for your garden is because the vitamins,
minerals, and nutrients in the plants used to make the compost is transferred into the compost, making
a very good fertilizer.

The Things I Have Learned in Youth Master Gardening
Daisy Brand
I learned about Hummingbirds. The only way to feed them without hurting them is to put out a feeder. The feeder has nectar. We learned about
soil. You can grow plants in soil. Soil is made out of dirt. You can find
rocks in soil, too. We also learned about white fuzzy plants like Dandelions. We planted an herb garden. We planted Mint and Basil in half of a
milk jug. We need to give them water, plant food, and Sunshine. We also
learned about the biggest Pumpkin Pie ever! It was so big, only adults
could hold it. We learned that you can make pancakes, muffins, and soup
out of pumpkins. We leaned about compost. We learned that you can’t put
basketballs or dead bodies in the compost, but you can put banana peels in
there.
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Bulbs
Jace Ridley
What are bulbs? And what is a bulb’s main function? A bulb is a living
organism that is specially designed for a dormant stage. It rests underground to survive the cold winters. It contains nutrients to grow back.
Sometimes it has more than one bud. Some examples of bulbs are onions,
tulips, potatoes, garlic, leeks, and beets. My favorite one to eat is garlic.

Apples
Apples
Grace Ehmke
Apples are perennials that grow for many years. Apples grow on trees that
can reach 40 feet tall.
Apples are not mostly grown from seeds because they can be the same apple.
Apple trees are normally grafted on dwarf roots, so the apples are easier to
reach.
There are many types of apples. Some are better to eat raw like red delicious,
gala or Honeycrisp. Others are better for cooking like Jonathon. My favorite
apple is the Granny Smith which is green even when ripe.

Watermelons
WATERMELONS
Luke Ehmke
They are sometimes red on the inside. There are also pink and yellow
ones. They grow on vines.
Watermelon originated in northeast Africa. Watermelons need temperatures higher than 77 degrees to thrive. In Wisconsin seeds are usually
sown in pots and transplanted in the garden.
Watermelons are 91% water and 6% sugars. They also contain 10% Daily
Value of Vitamin C.
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Garden Safety Posters

Josi Ridley

Bella Ridley

Isaac Kaiser

Liah Ridley

Mia Riese

Ava Riese

Addison Zepke

Lily Hessel

Ben Cameron

Bethany Cameron
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Digging In

Hilling Potatoes

Vericomposting
Where Food Comes From
Decorating Pumpkins

